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ABSTRACT 

 How do taxpayers respond cognitively to add-on sales taxes versus all-inclusive excise taxes? If 

structural variations produce cognitive differences, do the differences affect buying behavior? These are 

important questions because consumer spending drives the U.S. economy and directly determines the 

amount of tax revenues collected from consumption taxes.  

 If the negative opinion that people have about taxes (Tax Foundation 2009) increases the saliency 

of the tax, an add-on sales tax might decrease consumer spending more than an all-inclusive excise tax 

pricing structure. Instead, results suggest that demand is higher when the add-on component is a sales tax 

as compared to an excise tax that is embedded into the total price. The effects on demand are even more 

pronounced and people recall lower prices when the add-on sales tax is presented as a percentage of the 

base price—as is generally the case in the U.S.—rather than as an additional currency component. 

 

Key words: tax policy, consumption taxes, sales tax, excise tax, consumer demand, recalled price, 

partitioned pricing, heuristics 
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INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. economy is currently growing at an anemic 1.8 percent annual rate (Kurtz 2013). 

Unemployment remains excessive in comparison to historic levels, public and private debt are at all-time 

highs, and consumer confidence remains low (Reinhart and Rogoff 2013; Wright 2012). More than half 

of U.S. residents believe the country is still in recession or even depression (Gallup 2011; Portlock 2013). 

State revenues, which depend to a large extent on sales and excise tax revenues from consumer spending 

(BLS 2011), are 5.5 percent below fiscal 2008, adjusted for inflation (Reuters 2012). 

Because consumer spending is the driving force of the U.S. economy (Livingston 2011), and 

because prior empirical research has demonstrated a link between increases in consumption taxes and 

declining consumer purchases (Chetty, Looney, and Kroft 2009), it is important to better understand how 

taxpayers respond to consumption taxes. Marketing researchers, for example, have concluded that the 

manner in which prices are presented influences consumers’ cognitive processing strategies as well as 

consumer demand. Specifically, consumers are affected by partitioned pricing structure as compared to an 

equivalent all-inclusive pricing structure (see Morwitz, Greanleaf, Shalev, and Johnson 2009 for review).1 

In prior marketing research, partitioning (i.e., separately identifying) a mandatory charge for a consumer 

good has been found to increase the saliency of the components, especially if the component has either a 

high or a low perceived benefit to the consumer (Chakravarti, Krish, Paul, and Srivastava 2002; Hamilton 

and Srivastava 2008).  

People generally have a negative affect toward taxes (Tax Foundation 2009). If partitioning a 

consumption tax increases the saliency of the added charge, an add-on sales tax may decrease consumer 

spending as compared to an all-inclusive excise tax that is embedded in the total price. On the other hand, 

consumers may pay less attention to a partitioned sales tax charge in comparison to a mandatory add-on 

charge for a non-tax component because consumers frequently encounter sales taxes, and the additional 

charge is expected (i.e., consumers may have adapted to it). If adaptation is prevalent, consumers may 
                                           
1 Partitioned pricing means to divide the price charged for a product or service into two mandatory parts. An 
example of partitioned pricing would be the on-line purchase of a $32 shirt plus a mandatory $4.95 shipping and 
handling charge (Morwitz, Greenleaf, and Johnson 1998). 
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discount the tax element, or ignore it completely, leading to an increase in consumer spending relative to 

an equivalent, all-inclusive excise tax. Because of this uncertainty regarding how consumers respond to 

partitioned sales taxes, Krishna and Slemrod (2003) suggested: 

It would be insightful to apply the standard marketing research tool of laboratory 

experimentation to questions such as determining whether people respond differently 

when the issue is framed as a tax one or a price one, or to how exactly the tax is 

presented. 

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to examine how taxpayers’ respond to differences in the 

pricing structure of consumption taxes. Specifically, we examine how: (1) an add-on sales tax versus an 

all-inclusive excise tax, and (2) the presentation of the add-on sales tax as a percentage of the price of the 

base consumer good versus presentation an additional dollar amount, affect (a) taxpayers’ cognitive 

processing of the tax information and (b) the resulting effects on consumption behavior. Two hundred 

eight (208) adults participated in our consumption tax experiment. We find (1) participants recall a lower 

price when the price is shown as a base price plus sales tax (shown as a percentage of the base price) 

versus one all-inclusive price, (2) they use heuristic processing (i.e., they are likely to ignore the tax 

completely) more when the partitioned sales tax is presented as a percentage, and (3) they use math 

processing more when the partitioned sales tax is presented in currency. The consequences of these 

differences in cognitive processing are: (4) increased consumer demand when equivalent amounts of 

consumption taxes are structured as add-on sales taxes versus all-inclusive excise taxes, and (5) increased 

consumer demand when add-on sales taxes are presented as a percentage of the base price as compared to 

an add-on dollar amount of taxes. 

This study contributes to prior research in the following ways: even though people have a 

negative affect toward taxes (Tax Foundation 2009), and prior marketing research has concluded add-on 

components with low value increase salience and decrease demand (Chakravarti et al. 2002; Hamilton 

and Srivastava 2008), we find sales taxes do not operate similarly to low-value, consumer add-on 

components; instead, we find consumer demand is higher when a consumption tax is structured as a sales 
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tax and the sales tax is presented as a percentage add-on to the base price of the consumer good compared 

to an all-inclusive price that includes either an excise tax or a mandatory add-on for an additional 

consumer-good component. Thus, compared to prior marketing studies (Morwitz et al. 2009), we find 

percentage sales taxes—as a partitioned pricing element—affect consumers’ buying behavior differently 

than partitioned consumer-good components.  

Compared to a prior empirical economic study (Chetty et al. 2009), we provide evidence of the 

cognitive processing strategies that explain why excise taxes have an order of magnitude greater negative 

effect on consumer demand than do sales taxes. Our experimental design, which includes (1) price recall, 

(2) manipulation of sales tax as an additional percentage of the consumer-good price as well as an 

additional dollar amount, and (3) presentation of the sales tax information instead of relying on 

participants’ memories, enables us to fill in the gap to explain taxpayers’ cognitive processing strategies. 

Chetty et al. explain the greater effects of excise taxes on consumption as a matter of salience; we go 

beyond salience to demonstrate differences in cognitive processing even when the sales tax information is 

present rather than absent. We agree with Chetty et al. that the reason why taxpayers do not use 

mathematical processing of sales tax information is not that taxpayers are uninformed about sales taxes; 

but we disagree that making sales taxes more salient will have the same effect as presenting taxpayers 

with an all-inclusive price such as an excise tax. We find that even when sales taxes are presented along 

with the price and description of the underlying consumer good, 32.6 percent of taxpayers who receive 

sales tax information as a percentage of the price of the consumer good ignore the sales tax information. 

The results of this study should be of interest to policy-makers at federal, state, and local levels. 

On a federal level, the current administration seems dedicated to stimulating the economy. These results 

should encourage policy-makers to reconsider the drag on the economy caused by the imposition of 

federal excise taxes. At state and local levels, our findings suggest ways to change the “product mix” of 

sales versus excise taxes to maximize consumption tax revenues. Looking forward, our findings are 

relevant to discussions about adding a national consumption tax such as a sales tax or value-added tax 

(VAT) to reduce the federal budget deficit.  
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In the next section, we present prior literature, theory, and hypotheses. Subsequent sections 

provide the research methodology, results, and discussion. The final section contains conclusions, 

limitations and suggestions for future research.  

PRIOR LITERATURE, THEORY AND HYPOTHESES 

Tax Burden and Structure 

As shown in Figure 1, Americans spend approximately 108 days working per year to pay their 

total tax burden (Tax Foundation 2013). Sales and excise taxes—both forms of consumption taxes—

comprise the third-largest source of governmental revenue for federal, state, and local governments 

combined: 15 working days. This is less than both individual income taxes (40 days) and social insurance 

(i.e., payroll) taxes (24 days) but more than property taxes (12 days), corporate income taxes (9 days), and 

all other forms of taxes considered together (7 days). At the state and local level, total revenues collected 

from sales and excises taxes are matched only by property taxes. 

[Insert Figure 1] 

Tax Structure: Direct Versus Indirect 

The economic literature includes a long-standing debate over the optimal tax structure between 

direct or indirect taxes. A direct tax is levied on the income or wealth of taxpayers. Direct taxes are 

collected by the government (directly) from the taxpayer on whom it is imposed and cannot be shifted to a 

different taxpayer.2 Direct taxes like individual income taxes are capable of being adjusted for the 

individual characteristics of the taxpayer, such as age, blindness, and number of dependents. In contrast, 

indirect taxes are levied on transactions and cannot be adjusted for the characteristics of the taxpayer 

(Atkinson 1977; Atkinson and Stiglitz 1980; Cremer, Pestieu, and Rochet 2001). The most common 

examples of direct and indirect taxes are income and sales (or consumption) taxes, respectively. 

Some policymakers and commentators are advocating a new federal consumption tax to replace 

or supplement the federal income tax system in the U.S. (Rangel 2011; Ganos 2012). A federal 
                                           
2 While employers are required to withhold and remit income tax on behalf of employees, self-employed taxpayers 
remit directly to the government. And, all taxpayers must file an annual income tax return which makes their income 
tax liability fairly visible. 
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consumption tax could reduce consumer debt and encourage savings and investment, each of which 

would be a positive tax policy objective. However, increasing consumption taxes also carries the potential 

of reducing consumer spending, which would be detrimental to economic growth (Livingston 2011) and 

further increase already-high unemployment.  

Although sales taxes, excise taxes and VAT are all indirect consumption taxes, sales taxes are 

presented to taxpayers (as consumers) as a visible partitioned price component, whereas excise taxes and 

VAT are embedded in an all-inclusive price presented to taxpayers. Based on prior marketing and 

economic literature, discussed below, this differential structural aspect may affect consumer demand for 

the underlying goods or services being purchased.  

Effects of Partitioned Prices versus All-inclusive Prices on Consumer Demand 

Morwitz, Greenleaf, and Johnson (1998) introduced the concept of partitioned pricing: dividing 

the price charged for a product or service into two mandatory parts.3 For example, partitioning the price 

of a shirt into a $32 base price plus a $4.95 shipping and handling charge or partitioning the price of a 

Caribbean cruise into a base price of $1,295 plus a $140 mandatory port charge. The larger component is 

referred to as the base and smaller component as the surcharge. Morwitz et al. noted the fact that retailers 

have widely adopted partitioned pricing which implies they believe it stimulates consumer spending, but 

this behavior had not been examined by marketing researchers.  

Morwitz et al. (1998) concluded partitioned pricing of consumer good does, in fact, stimulate 

consumer spending. They accounted for this behavior with the following theoretical explanation: First, 

they rely on prior evidence demonstrating consumers utilize a “psychological price” stored in memory 

and that the relative (high or low) psychological price influences consumers’ demand for a product 

(Monroe 1973; Dickson and Sawyer 1990). Second, they rely on a cost/benefit framework (Beach and 

Mitchell 1978; Shugan 1980; Johnson and Payne 1985) in which consumers select from one of three 

                                           
3 The fact that the price of one item is divided into two mandatory parts differentiates partitioned pricing from 
product bundling which entails pricing together two or more distinct products or services (Guiltinan 1987). 
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general types of information processing strategies: (1) high cost/high benefit, (2) lower cost/lower benefit 

or (3) least cost/least benefit.  

Consumers who use the high cost/high benefit strategy calculate the total cost of the item as the 

mathematical sum of the base and surcharge prices. This method requires the highest cognitive effort 

(cost) but it is the most accurate (benefit). Consumers who rely on the lower cost/lower benefit strategy 

use one of several heuristics to combine the base and surcharge prices. For instance, they may anchor on 

the base price and fail to adjust sufficiently for the surcharge (Tversky and Kahneman 1974; Chapman 

and Johnson 1996). Prior research demonstrates decision makers often anchor on the first piece of 

information they encounter (Tversky and Kahneman 1974; Hogarth and Einhorn 1992) or on the most 

important piece of information (Yadav 1994) and fail to adjust sufficiently for subsequent or less 

important information. Consumers who use the least cost/least benefit strategy ignore the surcharge 

completely (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Stiving and Winer 1997). Ignoring is an extreme use of 

heuristic processing. 

Since Morwitz et al. (1998), there have been eight additional published studies of various effects 

of partitioned pricing (Morwitz et al. 2009). However, there are some design issues with these studies that 

make it difficult to draw conclusions, and even more difficult to generalize to a tax setting. These issues 

can be classified as (1) questionable design issues related to the fundamental question of the effects of 

partitioned pricing versus mandatory pricing of a consumer component on consumer spending, (2) effects 

of the perceived desirability or benefit of the component, including positive versus negative affect, and 

(3) the cost of the component surcharge relative to the base price. 

With regard to the first category, questionable design issues, Morwitz et al. (1998) tested for the 

effects of partitioned versus all-inclusive pricing using a penny jar auction. Subjects bid on a jar of 

pennies in an auction situation (i.e., highest bidder won the jar of pennies). Demand was measured as the 

ratio of the total cost of bid to the bidder’s perceived monetary value of the jar of pennies (which should 

be less than 1.0). Approximately one-half of the bidders were told they would be charged a 15 percent 

buyer premium (a partitioned surcharge) in addition to their bid if they were the auction winner.  
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Bidders who were told about the buyer’s premium bid, on average, 12.7 percent more than the 

control group (89 percent versus 79 percent of perceived value), indicating subjects in the premium group 

focused their attention on their estimate of the value of the jar (the base price) and then failed to 

adequately adjust their bid upward for the 15 percent premium (the surcharge). While this result 

demonstrates heuristic processing in an auction setting (i.e., when consumers must create their own value 

for an object), it does not necessarily demonstrate how decision makers will behave when they are 

presented with price information supplied by the seller (Chetty et al. 2009). The studies Morwitz et al. 

reference in their theoretical discussion of heuristic information processing rely on the presentation of 

multiple pieces of information to the decision maker—either in chronological order or in which decision 

makers’ clearly indicated preferences in terms of the importance of the information presented to them. In 

contrast, the auction setting used by Morwitz et al. lacks experimental control over the subjects’ initial 

estimates of the value of pennies in the jar. Thus, it is simply not clear how the experiment and control 

subjects in this experiment would have behaved if they had been presented with a partitioned price or an 

all-inclusive price for the jar of pennies. The auction setting may be applicable to some eBay auctions or 

to traditional auction house settings, but it is not obviously applicable to the setting of most consumer 

transactions in which prices are displayed for the consumer. 

Chakravarti et al. (2002) conducted the second study that purported to test the fundamental 

question whether partitioning prices results in higher consumer demand and lower price recall. However, 

close reading of the experimental conditions reveals the partitioned component requiring the surcharge 

was not actually mandatory to purchase, its purchase was merely “strongly recommended.”  

The only other prior study that purports to directly test whether partitioning prices results in 

higher consumer demand is Burman and Biswas (2007);4 however, in that study partitioned pricing was 

crossed with Need for Cognition (NFC) and with subjects’ perception of the reasonableness of the 

surcharge. Willingness to purchase was higher among subjects with a high NFC (than low NFC) when the 

                                           
4 The remaining studies take the conclusions of Morwitz et al. (1998) and Chakravarti et al. (2002) as a given and 
proceed to test other hypotheses. 
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surcharge was perceived as reasonable. Burman and Biswas do not provide evidence of higher demand 

for partitioned pricing in the absence of NFC or perceived reasonableness.  

In sum, of the eight prior marketing studies on partitioned pricing, none provide evidence that 

consumer demand is higher for goods when prices are partitioned versus all-inclusive when price 

information is presented to the consumer and the component surcharge is mandatory. In addition, the 

relevant prior marketing literature is based entirely on the responses of college-age students who are 

younger and from more affluent families than the population of consumers in the U.S.  

As stated above, the primary purpose of this study is to examine the effects of partitioned versus 

all-inclusive pricing on cognitive processing and on demand when the partitioned element consists of a 

consumption tax. A necessary precondition, however, is to determine whether demand is higher for the 

partition priced consumer good for our sample of participants and consumer choice task regardless of tax 

or nontax context. This is particularly important because of the questionable experimental designs noted 

above and because our sample demographic (adults) differs from that of the prior marketing literature 

(college students). Therefore we test the fundamental question whether partitioned pricing for a base 

consumer good plus a mandatory surcharge for an additional component increases consumer demand 

versus all-inclusive pricing. Because we believe the basic cost/benefit, heuristic information processing 

theory summarized by Morwitz et al. (1998) adequately supports a directional effect for pricing structure, 

we expect to find demand for consumer goods will be higher when decision-makers are presented with a 

partitioned price than with an equivalent all-inclusive price. 

Effects of Partitioning and the Nature of the Partitioned Component 

Chakravarti et al. (2002) found partitioned pricing makes the nature of the mandatory component 

more salient to decision-makers than all-inclusive pricing. They also found both demand and customer 

evaluation increased when a refrigerator was bundled with a component that had an immediate benefit for 

the consumer (an ice maker) rather than a component that had a contingent, deferred benefit (an extended 

warranty), suggesting that the nature of the surcharge affects decision-making. A similar finding was 

reported by Hamilton and Srivastava (2008): Decision-makers were more sensitive to the price of the 
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component that had lower consumption benefits. In the latter study, the base good was also a refrigerator 

and the components were an ice maker (higher benefit) or a sound-silencing system (lower benefit). 

Bertini and Wathieu (2008) suggest that partitioned pricing structure affects the perception of the 

secondary (i.e., partitioned) element. Characteristics of the partitioned element, such as the perceived 

value, importance and evaluability (i.e., ease of evaluating), can determine whether partitioning stimulates 

or hinders demand.  

Sales tax charges provide the decision-maker with no immediate benefit. In addition, the Tax 

Foundation (2009) reports that Americans generally have a negative opinion about taxes. If (a) the 

presence of a mandatory surcharge makes a component more salient, and (b) the mandatory surcharge is a 

tax (which is perceived as having low or no immediate benefit to the consumer), then decision-makers 

may not only be more sensitive to a sales tax surcharge as compared to a non-tax surcharge, they may be 

less likely to make a “buy” decision. Thus, it is possible that negative affect toward taxes plus increased 

salience of the tax component could produce decreased demand when the partitioned component is a sales 

tax rather than an all-inclusive excise tax. 

Two prior studies have investigated sales tax as a partitioned element of a partitioned price, one 

experimental marketing study and one empirical economics study.5 Xia and Monroe (2004) hypothesized 

that purchase intentions would be more negatively affected by shipping and handling fees than by sales 

taxes. The results were inconclusive. However, they did find that sensitivity to shipping and handling had 

a negative effect on purchase intentions, but sensitivity to sales tax did not affect purchase intentions. 

Chetty et al. (2009) examined reduced per capita purchases of beer from 1970 to 2003 in response to 

increases in excise and sales taxes. They found an order-of-magnitude difference: “a 1 percent increase in 

the gross-of-excise-tax price is estimated to reduce beer consumption by 0.88 percent (εx,1+ τ E = 0.88). 

In contrast, a 1 percent increase in the gross-of-sales-tax price is estimated to reduce beer consumption by 

0.20 percent (εx,1+ τ S = 0.20).” Chetty et al. conclude this difference is due to the increased salience of 

                                           
5 The surcharge in one other study, Burman and Biswas (2007) was described as shipping and handling or applicable 
taxes and processing fees. The taxes were not a separate construct. 
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excise taxes, which are included in the all-inclusive price displayed on the store shelf, while sales taxes 

are “out of sight, out of mind.” 

Most of the prior marketing literature regarding partitioned pricing uses shipping and handling as 

the surcharge component of the pricing structure (Morwitz et al. 1998; Xia, and Monroe 2004; Kim 2006; 

Burman, and Biswas 2007; Sheng, Yeqing, and Pan 2007; Clark, and Ward 2008). For example, the 

partitioned items in Morwitz et al. (1998) were a telephone with a $69.95 base price plus a $12.95 

shipping and handling surcharge. Marketing researchers assert that investigating shipping and handling 

charges is important due to the rise of internet retailing (Morwitz et al. 2009). However, decision-makers 

are aware that shipping and handling charges are controlled by the seller and, as such, represent a profit 

center for many businesses (Xia, and Monroe 2004; Morwitz et al. 2009). In essence, decision-makers 

view shipping and handling fees as a “great rip off” (Neuborne 2001). 

Unlike shipping and handling, Xia and Monroe (2004) report a low sensitivity to sales taxes. 

They suggest that their results may imply that “consumers are used to paying sales tax…and perceive 

sellers have no control over sales tax.” Therefore, decision-makers may under-weigh or ignore sales tax. 

Similarly, Ott and Andrus (2000) sampled consumers who purchased vehicles and report that high versus 

low vehicle personal property tax did not affect the purchase decision. They speculate that taxes are 

accepted by consumers and had little impact on decision to purchase a vehicle. Even if people have a 

negative affect toward taxes, it is plausible that they respond by avoiding/ignoring it (Krohne 1989).  

Both the basic theory of heuristic information processing plus the possibility of consumers’ 

adaptation to sales taxes suggest demand for consumer goods will be higher when decision-makers are 

presented with a sales tax surcharge than with an equivalent all-inclusive price (i.e., an excise tax). 

However, as discussed above, the lack of immediate benefit and negative affect to taxes may lead to 

lower demand when the tax is salient (sales tax) than when the tax is hidden in the all-inclusive price 

(excise tax). Therefore, we test two competing hypotheses: 

H1a: Demand for consumer goods will be higher when decision-makers are presented with a tax 

surcharge than with an equivalent all-inclusive price. 
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versus 

H1b: Demand for consumer goods will be lower when decision-makers are presented with a tax 

surcharge than with an equivalent all-inclusive price. 

Prior literature suggests a positive versus negative (or neutral) affect toward the mandatory 

component may influence consumer demand (Chakravarti et al. 2002; Hamilton, and Srivastava 2008). In 

addition, people have expressed a negative affect for tax (Tax Foundation 2009), and finally, 

experimental tests of effects of sales taxes on demand have been inconclusive (Xia, and Monroe 2004). 

Therefore, we test the stimulus effects of price partitioning in a consumption tax context versus a non-tax 

context. As discussed above, consumers may discount, or ignore, a sales tax as a component of pricing 

structure because of adaptation. Thus, demand may be greater when an add-on surcharge is for sales taxes 

in comparison to an add-on surcharge for a mandatory consumer-good component. On the other hand, due 

to increased salience of add-ons, plus negative affect for taxes, the reverse could be true. Thus, we test the 

following two competing hypotheses for surcharge type: 

H2a: Demand for consumer goods will be higher when decision-makers are presented with a 

partitioned price that includes an additional tax surcharge than with a partitioned price that 

includes an additional consumer-good component surcharge. 

versus 

H2b: Demand for consumer goods will be lower when decision-makers are presented with a 

partitioned price that includes an additional tax surcharge than with a partitioned price that 

includes an additional consumer-good component surcharge. 

Effect of Surcharge Format on Demand: Percentage versus Dollars 

Morwitz et al. (1998) and Xia and Monroe (2004) found increased demand when the surcharge 

was presented as a percentage of the base item rather than as an equivalent currency amount. Kim (2006) 

reported that a visually salient (i.e., font size) surcharge negatively influenced purchase intention when 

the surcharge was presented in dollar format, but salience did not matter when the surcharge was 

presented in percentage format. Prior tax research has also indicated dollar amounts are more salient to 
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decision-makers than more abstract percentage information (Hite and Roberts 1991). In the U.S., add-on 

sales taxes are customarily calculated as a percentage of the base price of the good; however cash register 

displays and sales receipts also display the amount of add-on sales tax in dollars. Thus, we examine 

whether consumer demand is higher when the partitioned tax surcharge is presented in a percentage 

versus equivalent currency format. 

Bruner and Postman (1949) conducted an experiment in selective perception that showed it takes 

people four times longer to recognize a trick card than a normal card. Similarly, Block and Yuker (1989) 

demonstrated it is more difficult for native English speakers to count the number of times the letter f 

appears in a sentence because f is pronounced with a v-sound in words like of. The conclusions of these 

studies are (1) “when people have enough experience with a situation, they often see what they expect to 

see” and (2) “past experience actually lowers performance” (Plous 1993). Because of the added cognitive 

effort needed to mentally perform the arithmetic operations to adjust the base price upwards for the sales 

tax, and because the sales tax is a negligible amount (Tversky and Kahneman 1981), we believe many 

consumers may have adapted to percentage add-on sales taxes by ignoring them. That is, they expect to 

see an add-on percentage sales tax and their past experience of ignoring the tax carries over to new 

consumer decisions. This leads to hypothesis three: 

H3: Demand for consumer goods will be higher when decision-makers are presented with a tax 

surcharge as a percentage of the base price than with a tax surcharge as an add-on currency 

amount to the base price. 

Effects of Partitioned Pricing Processing Strategies on Recall 

As discussed above, prior partitioned pricing studies rely on a cost/benefit framework in which 

consumers utilize one of three processing strategies: (1) high cost/high benefit: calculate the total cost as 

the mathematical sum of the base and surcharge prices; (2) lower cost/lower benefit: use a heuristic to 

combine the base and surcharge prices (For example anchor on the base and insufficiently adjust for the 

surcharge price); or (3) least cost/least benefit: use extreme heuristic and ignore the surcharge price 

completely. The theory predicts that decision makers’ reliance on heuristic processing will be revealed by 
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differences in their recall of prices: consumers who ignore the surcharge completely or who anchor on the 

base price and fail to adequately adjust for the surcharge will recall a lower price than participants who 

use the first strategy of calculating the arithmetic sum of the base and surcharge amounts.  

Again, as discussed above, if decision-makers completely ignore the surcharge (because of 

familiarity and adaptation), then the total recalled price should equal (or be closer to) the base price for 

the consumer good in the presence of a sales tax surcharge compared to an all-inclusive excise tax.  

On the other hand, negative affect toward taxes may make taxes more salient than a non-tax 

charge. In such case, decision-makers may attend more to a sales tax surcharge than a non-tax surcharge. 

This would mean decision-makers are more likely to either do the actual mathematical calculation to 

evaluate the total cost of the purchase, consistent with classical economic theories, or to anchor on the 

base item but adjust more accurately (because salience is higher) toward the total price. Total recalled 

prices at, or very near, the all-inclusive (correct) price would be consistent with these approaches. 

Therefore, we propose the following competing hypotheses: 

H4a: Recalled price for consumer goods will be lower when decision-makers are presented with a 

sales tax surcharge than with an equivalent all-inclusive price. 

versus 

H4b: Recalled price for consumer goods will be higher when decision-makers are presented with 

a sales tax surcharge than with an equivalent all-inclusive price. 

Only three prior studies have examined recalled price (Morwitz et al. 1998; Lee and Han 2002; 

Kim 2006), and only Morwitz et al. (1998) includes the cognitive theoretical foundation that predicts 

cause and effect of lower/higher recall (i.e., the cost/benefit of effort required, use of heuristics, etc.). The 

theory predicts that individuals who make a “buy” decision in the presence of a partitioned price as 

compared to an all-inclusive price do so because they employ one of the forms of heuristic processing 

(e.g., an anchoring and adjustment or an ignoring strategy). To our knowledge, other than Morwitz et al., 

no other researchers have attempted to test the underlying mathematical rationale for increased demand 
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with partitioned pricing. This limited attention is noteworthy as it provides much insight about why 

demand varies in response to partitioned pricing. 

Thus, we examine how taxpayers respond cognitively to differences in tax surcharge format: 

H5: Recalled price for a consumer good will be lower when decision-makers are presented with a 

tax surcharge as a percentage of the base price than with a tax surcharge as an add-on 

currency amount to the base price. 

H6: The frequency of heuristic processing will be higher when decision-makers are presented 

with a tax surcharge as a percentage of the base price than with a tax surcharge as an add-

on currency amount to the base price. 

To summarize the hypotheses, we believe that taxes as a mandatory surcharge are different than 

non-tax surcharges. Taxes may be more salient and have greater negative effects on consumption 

decisions or they may be more likely to be undervalued/ignored as compared to non-tax surcharges. 

Either way, it is important to better understand the effects of surcharge structure and format on 

consumers’ decision making. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Participants 

Participants are members of jury pools at a state courthouse in the New England area. Data were 

gathered on three separate occasions. All 223 potential jury members in attendance were asked to 

complete an experimental instrument that included a hypothetical consumer purchasing decision. Of the 

223 requests, nine prospective participants declined, three returned blank instruments, and three 

participants were dropped from the analysis due to incomplete responses. Thus, the sample consisted of 

208 usable responses; a 93 percent response rate.6  

                                           
6 The high response rate may be due to the fact that the jury room coordinator announced the survey and encouraged 
participation. Also, at least one researcher was present and directly handed a survey (and informed consent 
document) to each person with a clipboard and a pen. Subjects who did not want to participate were told to decline 
to the researcher as surveys were being distributed. 
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Participant demographics are shown in Table 1. By utilizing prospective jury members, our 

sample was effectively drawn from a representative population of adult consumers as corroborated by the 

demographics. A plurality of participants are in the 41 to 65 age group; $50,001 to $100,000 household 

income group; employed full-time; and have achieved an educational status of “some college.” Forty-

eight (48) percent of participants are male, and the mean years of employment for those currently 

employed is 9.4 years. Demographics for the adult subjects in the current study are notably different from 

the mostly undergraduate college students sampled in prior marketing research (Stotsky and Wurman 

2009). 

[Insert Table 1] 

Experimental Task 

All participants responded to a hypothetical consumer purchasing decision task. The consumer 

product, a refrigerator, and the forced choice design were adapted from seminal research by Morwitz et 

al. (1998) and Chakravarti et al. (2002) and, more recently, Hamilton and Srivastava (2008) and Bertini 

and Wathieu (2008). Participants were asked to assume that they had accepted a new job that provided an 

increased salary and benefits. With the increased salary, the participant could afford to replace his/her 

refrigerator that was not working well (e.g., temperature control does not work, etc.). Further, participants 

were told they had completed research and narrowed the choice down to two models—refrigerator A 

(target) and refrigerator B (control). The price of refrigerator B (control) was presented as an all-inclusive 

price of $740 in all conditions. There were two slight differences between refrigerator A (target) and 

refrigerator B (control). Refrigerator A had 16.6 cubic feet capacity and a one-year manufacturer’s 

warranty. Refrigerator B had 15.7 cubic feet capacity and a two year manufacturer’s warranty. Thus, the 

target was slightly larger, but had a shorter warranty.7 Participants were randomly assigned to one of five 

treatment conditions: (1) all-inclusive price, (2) partitioned tax component with percentage add-on, (3) 

partitioned tax component with dollar add-on, (4) partitioned non-tax surcharge (color option) with 
                                           
7 The goal was to make the differences offsetting and thus inconsequential to the purchase decision. These 
differences are based on prior literature and substantial pre-testing where subjects were asked to elaborate on 
how/why they made their selection.  
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percentage add-on, and (5) partitioned non-tax surcharge (same color option as condition 4) with dollar 

add-on.  

Dependent Variables 

Demand. Participants were asked to rate their demand for the refrigerator on an 11 point Likert-

type scale. The specific question (again consistent with prior marketing studies) was: “Of the two models, 

which refrigerator are you more likely to purchase?” The scale ranged from -5 “Definitely purchase 

Refrigerator A” to +5 “Definitely purchase Refrigerator B” with zero labeled as neutral. 

Recalled Total Price. The total price of both refrigerator models across all manipulated conditions 

is $740.8 After a distractor task,9 10 participants were asked to report the total recalled price of refrigerator 

A (target) without looking back at the information provided. 

Independent Variables 

Experimental design. The experimental design includes three manipulations: (1) two levels of 

price structure (all-inclusive vs. partitioned price) and, within the partitioned price treatment, a 2 x 2 

manipulation of (2) surcharge type (tax vs. non-tax), and (3) partitioned surcharge format (percentage of 

base price vs. currency amount). See Table 2 for a graphical display of the experimental design. 

[Insert Table 2] 

Price Structure. Price structure is a between-subject variable manipulated at two levels: all-

inclusive or partitioned. The price of refrigerator B (control) is consistently shown at $740. In the all-

inclusive condition, the price of refrigerator A (target) is shown at $740. In the partitioned price structure 

                                           
8 The all-inclusive condition and refrigerator B (control) were always shown as $740. The manipulated conditions 
discussed next – i.e., refrigerator A (target) – are mathematically equal to $741. The fact that the price of the control 
equals the total price of the target strengthens any recalled price differences found. Pre-test subjects thought the 
price was reasonable. 
9 As a distractor task, on a one (vote for) to five (vote against) scale, respondents were asked to rate the likelihood 
that they would vote for a 1/2% increase in their state sales tax (current rate was stated as 8.0%). They were asked to 
indicate their voting likelihood based on 13 possible uses for the tax increase (e.g., animal rescue shelter, program to 
reduce homelessness, new/expanded art museum, etc.). 
10 Using a distractor task that involved sales tax may have inadvertently primed participants to be more sensitive to 
sales taxes. However, if the distractor task did serve as a “primer” for participants, it seems it would increase the 
saliency of the sales tax and ultimately go against the results found. 
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condition, the price is shown at $699 plus a mandatory partitioned surcharge that added together equals 

$741. 

Partitioned Surcharge Type. The surcharge type is manipulated at two levels: (1) an add-on sales 

tax or (2) a mandatory surcharge for an additional consumer component. Based on pre-testing, the 

consumer component is a choice of exterior color options of either white or stainless steel. In the all-

inclusive condition, as well as the description of refrigerator B (control), the sales tax and choice of 

exterior color option are included in the $740 price. 

Partitioned Surcharge Format. The format of the partitioned element is presented as either (1) a 

percentage of the base price (6 percent) or (2) a currency amount ($42) that is shown in addition to the 

base price of $699. 

Processing Strategy. Processing strategy is determined in accordance with prior literature 

(Morwitz et al. (1998).11 Subjects were classified as using a mathematical strategy if they reported a 

single figure within 0.5 percent of the actual total price or if they reported the calculation and solved it 

(e.g. 699+42=741). Thus, a recalled price of $737 to $745 was coded as mathematical processing. 

Subjects were classified as using a heuristic if they reported the base price (i.e., $699) or an amount 

within 0.5 percent of the base price (i.e., they ignored the partitioned price element). Thus, a recalled 

price of $695 to $703 was coded as ignoring/heuristic. 

Control Variables. The usual demographic variables—age, gender, level of education, income—

were evaluated to ensure equivalence across the five participant groups. Demographic variables were 

measured categorically with five categories represented (See Table 1). In addition, employment status 

was measured in an attempt to control for the possibility that the fictitious story of affordable refrigerator 

is overridden by employment status/hardship. ANOVAs for each demographic category indicated no 

significant differences across the five participant groups (p > .05). 

                                           
11 The coding of mathematical processing and ignoring were based on Morwitz et al. (1998). However, Morwitz et 
al. (1998) coded heuristic use (i.e., implied anchor and adjust) as any/all participant not using mathematical 
processing or ignoring. Instead, we coded ignoring as an extreme form of heuristic use. This issue is discussed 
further in the results section. 
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RESULTS 

Descriptive statistics for our consumer demand and recalled price dependent variables are shown 

in Table 3, Panels A and B, respectively. Mean demand for the All-Inclusive price condition is 1.3 (s.d. 

3.9) and for the Partitioned-Price conditions, in the aggregate, -0.8 (s.d. 3.8), where positive numbers are 

on the control choice side of the response scale and negative numbers are on the target choice side of the 

response scale. Recalled total price for the All-Inclusive condition is $741.25 (s.d. 5.2) and for the 

Partitioned-Price conditions, in the aggregate, $717.34 (s.d. 36.7). Thus, directionally, the means shown 

in Table 3 suggest demand for the target choice might be higher and recalled prices might be lower for 

partitioned-pricing versus all-inclusive pricing. Also as expected, variances in recalled prices appear to be 

much greater for the partitioned price conditions than for the all-inclusive condition due to differences in 

cognitive processing. 

[Insert Table 3] 

Effects of Partitioned Pricing, Surcharge Type, and Price Format on Consumer Demand 

The primary purpose of this study is to examine the effects of partitioned versus all-inclusive 

pricing on consumer demand when the partitioned element consists of a consumption tax. A necessary 

precondition, however, is to determine whether demand is higher for the partition-priced consumer good 

for our sample of participants and consumer choice task regardless of tax or nontax context. This is 

particularly important because our sample demographic (adults) differs from that of the prior marketing 

studies (college students) which could affect results (see Stotsky and Wurman 2009). 

As reported in Table 4, Panel A, Necessary Precondition, the ANOVA for Pricing Structure is 

highly significant (f = 9.9; p = 0.001). As reported in Table 5, Panel A, Necessary Precondition, the 

difference in means between the All-Inclusive pricing condition (1.3, s.d. 3.9) and the Partitioned Pricing 

condition (-0.8, s.d. 3.8) is significant (t = 3.1; p = 0.001); demand is higher for the target choice. 

Therefore, we conclude the necessary precondition is satisfied, and in this between-subject test of all-

inclusive versus partitioned pricing, consumer demand is higher in response to partitioned pricing as 

compared to all-inclusive pricing. 
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[Insert Table 4] 

[Insert Table 5] 

Hypotheses 1a and 1b test predictions for differences in consumer demand (higher versus lower) 

based on sales tax partitioned-pricing versus all-inclusive Surcharge Type. ANOVA results (Table 4, 

Panel A) indicate consumer demand is higher when consumption taxes are partitioned-priced than when 

pricing is all-inclusive (e.g., when the consumption tax is imposed via an excise tax) (f = 13.4; p = 

0.0004). As shown in Table 5, Panel A, the means for the tax partitioned versus all-inclusive conditions 

are -1.4 (3.9 s.d.) versus 1.3 (3.9 s.d.), respectively, and the difference is significant (t = 3.7; p = 0.0004). 

Thus, H1a is supported, and H1b is not. Despite prior evidence of negative affect for taxes (Tax 

Foundation 2009) and that price partitioning increases the salience of the partitioned element (Chakravarti 

et al. 2002), we find consumer demand is higher when a consumption tax is partitioned than when one all-

inclusive price is presented to consumers.12 

Hypotheses 2a and 2b test predictions for differences in consumer demand (higher versus lower) 

based on tax versus non-tax Surcharge Type. As shown in Table 4, Panel A, the difference is significant (f 

= 4.3; p = 0.04). Consumer demand is significantly greater (p < 0.05) when the partitioned-price element 

is an add-on sales tax than the non-tax color option (Table 5, Panel A): Means are -1.4 (3.9 s.d.) for the 

sales tax condition and -0.2 (3.7 s.d.) for the non-tax add-on (t = 2.1; p = 0.04). Therefore, we conclude 

participants are more likely to purchase the target consumer good when the partitioned-price surcharge 

consists of sales taxes as compared to an additional product (color option) choice, and H2a is supported 

over H2b. 

Hypothesis 3 predicts consumer demand will be higher when the sales tax is presented as a 

percentage versus an additional dollar amount (Partitioned Surcharge Format). The ANOVA for H3 is 

also significant (f = 4.4; p = 0.02) (Table 4, Panel A). Mean demand when the partitioned element is a 

percentage of the base price is -2.3 (3.5 s.d.) versus -0.5 (4.1 s.d.) when the partitioned element is 

                                           
12 Note this test aggregates add-on sales taxes expressed both as a percentage of the base price and as a separate 
dollar amount. Below, we disaggregate these effects and test each separately. 
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expressed in currency (t = 2.1; p < 0.02) (Table 5, Panel A). These results indicate a partitioned sales tax 

surcharge presented to the consumer as a percentage, as compared to currency, increases the likelihood 

the consumer will choose the target. 

Since Hypothesis 3 is supported, we follow up to test whether results for H1a and H2a, reported 

above, are being driven solely by the sales tax percentage effects or if H1a and H2a also hold for the sales 

tax dollar format. First, we test whether demand is higher for both sales tax expressed as a percentage and 

as a dollar amount compared to all-inclusive pricing: we find demand is higher for both sales tax as a 

percentage (t = 4.4, p < 0.0001) and as a dollar amount (t = 2.1, p = .04). Therefore, we conclude 

partitioned sales taxes formatted both as an add-on percentage and as an add-on dollar amount increase 

demand for the target choice compared to all-inclusive pricing. Second, we test whether demand is higher 

for both sales tax expressed as a percentage and as a dollar amount compared to demand for a mandatory, 

partitioned consumer good add-on. We find demand when sales tax is presented as a percentage is greater 

than both the consumer good partitioned as an add-on percentage (t = 3.06, p = 0.003) and as an add-on 

dollar amount (t = 2.24, p = 0.03). However, when sales tax is presented as a dollar amount, the 

differences in demand for both the consumer good partitioned as an add-on percentage and as an add-on 

dollar amount are not significant (p > 0.10). Therefore, we must qualify the result reported above for H2a 

and conclude participants are more likely to purchase the target consumer good when the partitioned-price 

surcharge consists of sales taxes expressed as a percentage of the base price as compared to an additional 

product (color option) choice. 

Effects of Price Structure, Surcharge Type, and Surcharge Format on Consumer Price Recall 

Descriptive statistics for our total consumer price recalled amount dependent variable are shown 

in Table 3, Panel B. Mean recalled total price for the All-Inclusive condition is $741.25 (s.d. 5.2) and is 

higher than the collective Partitioned Price condition $717.34 (s.d. 36.7). Thus, the means for price recall 

shown in Table 3, Panel B are in the hypothesized direction. 

Hypotheses 4a and 4b test predictions for differences in recalled price (lower versus higher) based 

on sales tax partitioned-pricing versus all-inclusive Partitioned Surcharge Type. ANOVA results are 
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presented in Table 4, Panel B. Analysis of variance results are significant for the tax surcharge condition 

versus the all-inclusive price condition (f = 10.3; p = 0.002). Table 5, Panel B shows the mean recalled 

price for the tax partitioned pricing participants (717.80, s.d. 45.9) is significantly lower (p < 0.05) than 

for the all-inclusive pricing participants (741.3, s.d. 5.2) (t = 4.2; p < 0.0001) as well. Therefore H4a is 

supported over H4b. 

H5 predicts participants’ will recall a lower price when the format of the partitioned element is a 

percentage of the base price as compared to an add-on amount expressed in currency. The ANOVA is 

significant (p = 0.006) (see Table 4, Panel B). The mean recalled price for the percentage condition 

(703.90, s.d. 58.2) is significantly lower (p < 0.05) for the tax surcharge presented as a percentage of the 

base price as compared to a currency amount (731.30, s.d. 23.3) (t = 2.6; p = 0.007). Therefore H5 is 

supported. 

Effects of Surcharge Type and Price Format on Consumer Information Processing 

Hypothesis 6 predicts participants will use heuristic processing13—in the form of ignoring—to a 

greater extent when the tax partitioned surcharge is presented as a percentage versus an equivalent 

currency amount. Analysis of variance results and means support H6: Participants use heuristic 

processing to a greater extent, 32.6 percent vs. 17.1 percent, when the sales tax add-on is expressed in 

percentage terms rather than additional currency of tax (df=1/83, f=2.7; t = 1.7; p = 0.05).14 

While not formally hypothesized, if heuristic processing is utilized when the partitioned element 

is presented as a percentage of the base, it follows that mathematical processing is more likely when 

presented as currency partition. Findings confirm this logic, particularly with the tax partitioned element. 

In the tax scenario, participants were significantly more likely (61 percent versus 25.6 percent) to utilize 

                                           
13 As discussed above, Morwitz et al. (1998) coded any/all participants that did not use mathematical processing or 
ignoring as using heuristic processing, and implied the heuristic utilized was an anchor and adjustment strategy. We 
did not follow this methodology because most of our participants used mathematical or ignoring strategies. More 
importantly, some of the respondents recalled amounts above (e.g., $750, $759 and $800) the all-inclusive amount 
($740) which is inconsistent with an anchor and adjustment implication. Thus, we believe our test of heuristic use - 
that of ignoring the surcharge - represents a methodological strength. 
14 Mathematical and ignoring were also tested at +/- 1% (rather than the 0.5% as reported) of the all-inclusive and 
base amount, respectively. Results were unaffected. 
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math processing when presented a currency versus percentage add-on, respectively. We conclude 

consumers are more likely to use math processing when sales taxes are expressed in currency of tax as 

compared to a percentage add-on to the base price. 

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH  

We examine participants’ price recall and their use of a heuristic information processing strategy 

in response to a consumer purchase decision in which the price is presented as an all-inclusive price (i.e., 

a single price including both the base price for the refrigerator plus the consumption tax) versus a 

partitioned price in which sales tax is presented as an add-on, partitioned element. We hypothesize and 

test how these cognitive processing differences affect consumer demand. 

We find (1) increased consumer demand in response to equivalent amounts of consumption taxes 

structured as add-on sales taxes versus all-inclusive excise taxes (H1a), (2) increased consumer demand in 

the face of sales taxes as compared to mandatory non-tax, consumer-good surcharges (color option) 

(H2a), and (3) increased consumer demand in response to add-on sales taxes presented as a percentage of 

the base price as compared to an add-on dollar amount of taxes (H3). These differences in demand are 

produced by the following cognitive processing differences: (4) participants recall a lower price when the 

price is partitioned into a sales tax added on to a base price versus one all-inclusive price (H4a), (5) they 

use heuristic processing (i.e., they are likely to ignore the tax completely) more when the partitioned tax is 

presented as a percentage (H5 and H6), and (6) they use math processing more when the partitioned tax is 

presented in currency.  

This study contributes to prior research in the following ways: (1) even though people have a 

negative affect toward taxes (Tax Foundation 2009), and prior marketing research has concluded add-on 

components with low value increase salience and decrease demand (Chakravarti et al. 2002; Hamilton, 

and Srivastava 2008), we find sales taxes do not operate similarly to low-value, consumer add-on 

components; instead, we find (2) demand is higher when the add-on is a sales tax compared to a 

consumer-good component, and (3) taxpayers recall lower prices when the add-on component is a sales 

tax compared to a mandatory additional consumer-good component. Thus, we demonstrate that 
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consumers demand is different for a low-affect, tax (in contrast to a non-tax) add-on component and they 

process sales taxes, as a partitioned price element, differently than consumer-good components (Morwitz 

et al. 2009).  

We also provide evidence of the cognitive processing strategies that explain why excise taxes 

have an order of magnitude greater effect on consumer demand than do sales taxes (Chetty et al. 2009). 

Our experimental design, which includes (1) price recall, (2) manipulation of sales tax as an additional 

percentage of the consumer-good price as well as an additional dollar amount, and (3) presentation of the 

sales tax information instead of relying on participants’ memories, enables us to fill in a gap in prior 

research. Chetty et al. (2009) explain the greater effects of excise taxes on consumption as a matter of 

salience; we go beyond salience to demonstrate differences in cognitive processing even when the sales 

tax information is present rather than absent. We find that even when sales taxes are presented along with 

the price and description of the underlying consumer good, 32.6 percent of taxpayers who receive sales 

tax information as a percentage of the price of the consumer good ignore the sales tax information. 

The results of this study should be of interest to policy-makers at federal, state, and local levels. 

On a federal level, the current administration seems dedicated to stimulating the economy. These results 

should encourage policy-makers to reconsider the drag on the economy caused by the imposition of 

excise taxes. At state and local levels, our findings suggest ways to change the “product mix” of sales 

versus excise taxes to maximize consumption tax revenues. Looking forward, our findings are relevant to 

discussions about adding a national consumption tax such as a sales tax or value-added tax (VAT) to 

reduce the federal budget deficit.  

We chose to employ a similar decision context to that used in prior marketing experiments in 

order to make our extensions about the effects of partitioned pricing on consumer demand and tax 

revenues as seamless as possible. However, the results are necessarily dependent on the generalizability 

of the specifics of the experimental task—the use of a single consumer spending decision context 

(replacing a refrigerator), the currency and percentage amounts employed in the case—to other consumer 

spending decisions. Further, we believe our results are primarily due to the fact that consumers discount, 
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even ignore, the sales tax component of a partitioned price when compared to a non-tax component. It is 

also possible that the results are a function of color choice (the non-tax component). However, our pre-

test results indicated a positive affect (if any) for color choice. Prior literature suggests that decision-

makers are less sensitive to partitioned components that they valued (Chakravarti, et al. 2002; Hamilton 

and Srivastava 2008; Bertini and Wathieu 2008). 

What might we discover if we compare a sales tax surcharge to a broader variety of consumer 

spending decisions? Hamilton and Srivastava’s (2008) results suggest the utility of the underlying 

consumer good may affect the processing of the surcharge. Do taxpayers process sales tax differently 

when the underlying consumer good is something that is held in high (or low) regard? We found that 

adults were more likely to ignore sales tax on the purchase of a refrigerator, but we did not ask our 

subjects to rate the importance (or their expected amount of pleasure, satisfaction, etc.) of the purchase. It 

would be interesting to investigate whether attention to, and cognitive processing of, the applicable 

consumption tax is related to the amount of utility taxpayers associate with the underlying consumer good 

or service.  

Xia and Monroe (2004) report a potential boundary condition of partitioned pricing. They found 

when the relative magnitude of the surcharge is large (i.e., 12 percent),15 a percentage presentation will 

not stimulate consumer purchase decisions. On the other hand, the seminal research by Morwitz et al. 

(1998) operationalized the surcharge as 18.5 percent. This raises the question, as applied to our research, 

that even if people are more likely to ignore a tax surcharge than a mandatory consumer-good surcharge, 

at what point of magnitude do consumers begin to attend to the sales tax and the negative affect toward 

taxes triggers a “don’t buy” reaction? This is another avenue for future research in a tax context. 

Other questions regarding our processing findings provide additional avenues of future research. 

What motivates heuristic use in non-tax versus tax contexts? Only 37.2 percent of participants exhibited 

math processing in the consumer-good, currency format condition compared to 61.0 percent who used 

                                           
15 The small surcharge was 6% which is one reason that we operationalize the surcharge at 6% in the current study. 
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math processing in the sales tax, currency format condition. Is math processing used more for sales taxes 

because sales taxes are more familiar? Is math processing used more for sales taxes because consumers do 

not associate the partitioned price component with an immediate benefit? 

Is math processing used less in the consumer-good context because participants valued the choice 

of exterior color option and were thus less motivated to add the surcharge to the base price? Similarly, 

were participants more likely to ignore the percentage add-on (53.7 percent) in the consumer-good, 

percentage condition than in the tax, percentage condition (32.6 percent) because they thought they were 

getting something tangible for the additional fee in the consumer-good condition? 

As the U.S. economy continues to struggle, federal, state, and local governments continue to 

experience decreased tax revenues from decreased consumer spending. The results of this study suggest 

legislatures should avoid increasing excise taxes, which increase all-inclusive prices, and instead should 

consider lowering excise taxes and replacing them with partitioned priced consumption taxes such as add-

on sales taxes as a percentage of the base prices of goods. 
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TABLE 1: Participant Demographics 

            
Demographic category        Percentage 
Gender - % Male (n=205)  48 
 
Age (n=204): 
 Under 18   none 
 18 to 25   13 
 26 to 40   21 
 41 to 65   55 
 Over 65    11 
 
Household Income (n=201): 
 << $10,000     3 
 $10,000 to 25,000  11 
 $25,001 to 50,000  23 
 $50,001 to 100,000  35 
 >> $100,000   28 
 
Education Level Completed (n=202) 
 << High School     5 
 High School Graduate  18 
 Some College   31 
 Bachelor Degree  25 
 Graduate Degree  21 
 
Employment Status (n=203) 
 Full-time   60 
 Part-time   18 
 Unemployed     8 
 Retired    11 
 Student      3 
 
If employed average time  9.4 years 
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TABLE 2: Dependent and Independent Variables 
 
 

Dependent: 

Demand 

Demand for refrigerator on an 11 point scale from -5 
“Definitely purchase Refrigerator A” (target) to + 
“Definitely purchase Refrigerator B” (control) and 0 is 
Neutral.” 

Total Recalled Price 

After a distracter task, participants were asked to report the 
total recalled price of refrigerator A (target) without 
looking back at the information provided. 

Manipulated Independent: Manipulation 

Price Structure  Partitioned price vs. Equivalent All-inclusive Price  

Partitioned Surcharge Type Tax vs. Non-Tax Surcharge 

Partitioned Surcharge Format Percentage of Base Price vs. Currency (i.e., Dollar) 
Descriptive Independent: Description 

Processing Strategy Utilized Mathematical vs. Heuristic (i.e., Ignore) 
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TABLE 3: Descriptive Statistics for Consumer Demand and Recalled Prices 
 

Panel A: Consumer Demand 
Price Structure: 

 
Mean 

(Std Dev) 
n 

All-Inclusive 
Price 
1.3 

(3.9) 
40 

Partitioned Price 
 

-0.8 
(3.8) 
167 

Surcharge Type: 
Mean 

(Std Dev) 
n 

 Tax 
-1.4 
(3.9) 
84 

Non-Tax 
-0.2 
(3.7) 
83 

Surcharge Format: 
Mean 

(Std Dev) 
n 

 Percentage 
-2.3 
(3.5) 
43 

Currency  
-0.5 
(4.1) 
41 

Percentage 
0.1 

(3.6) 
41 

Currency 
-0.5 
(3.8) 
41 

Panel B: Recalled Prices 
Price Structure: 

 
Mean 

(Std Dev) 
n 

All-Inclusive 
Price 

$741.25 
(5.2) 
40 

Partitioned Price 
 

$717.34 
(36.7) 
141 

Surcharge Type: 
Mean 

(Std Dev) 
n 

 Tax 
$717.80 
(45.9) 

69 

Non-Tax 
716.90 
(25.6) 

72 
Surcharge Format: 

Mean 
(Std Dev) 

n 

 Percentage 
$703.90 
(58.2) 

34 

Currency  
$731.30 
(23.3) 

35 

Percentage 
$711.40 
(23.2) 

34 

Currency 
$721.30 
(27.0) 

38 
Price Structure of surcharge is all-inclusive (AI) or partitioned price (PP). 
Surcharge Type is tax or consumer good (non-tax). 
Surcharge Format is presented as a percentage of the base price (% format; 6%) or equivalent currency 
amount ($ format; $42). 
Dependent Variable: Consumer Demand. Demand for refrigerator on an 11 point scale from -5 
“Definitely purchase Refrigerator A” (target) to + “Definitely purchase Refrigerator B” (control) and 0 is 
Neutral.” 
Dependent Variable: Recalled Prices. After a distracter task, participants were asked to report the total 
recalled price of refrigerator A (target) without looking back at the information provided. 
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TABLE 4: ANOVAs for Effects of Pricing Structure, Surcharge Type, and Partitioned Pricing 
Format on Consumer Demand and Recalled Prices 

 
Panel A: Consumer Demand 

Hypothesis 
Independent 

Variable df MSE SSE F Pr > F 
Necessary  

Precondition Price Structure 1/206 145.6 3021.8 9.9 0.001* 

H1a v. H1b 

Price Structure 
with Tax 
Surcharge 1/123 201.9 1833.5 13.4 0.0004 

H2a v. H2b 

Surcharge Type 
with Partitioned 

Surcharge 1/166 61.9 2375.1 4.3 0.04 

H3 

Partitioned 
Surcharge 

Format with 
Tax Surcharge 1/83 63.8 1184.9 4.4 0.02* 

Panel B: Recalled Prices 

Hypothesis 
Independent 

Variable df MSE SSE F Pr > F 

H4a v. H4b 

Price Structure 
with Tax 
Surcharge 1/108 13915.0 144430.9 10.3 0.002 

H5 

Partitioned 
Surcharge 

Format with 
Tax Surcharge 1/68 12957.8 130436.6 6.7 0.006* 

Price Structure of surcharge is all-inclusive (AI) or partitioned price (PP). 
Surcharge Type is tax or consumer good (non-tax). 
Surcharge Format is presented as a percentage of the base price (% format; 6%) or equivalent 
currency amount ($ format; $42). 
Dependent Variable: Consumer Demand. Demand for refrigerator on an 11 point scale from -5 
“Definitely purchase Refrigerator A” (target) to + “Definitely purchase Refrigerator B” (control) and 
0 is Neutral.” 
Dependent Variable: Recalled Prices. After a distracter task, participants were asked to report the 
total recalled price of refrigerator A (target) without looking back at the information provided. 
*one-tailed test. 
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TABLE 5: Means for Effects of Pricing Structure, Surcharge Type, and Partitioned Pricing Format 
on Recalled Prices and Consumer Demand 

 
Panel A: Consumer Demand 

Hypothesis 
Mean 
n/std t Pr > t Finding/Interpretation 

Necessary  
Precondition 

AI Price PP Price 

3.1 0.001* 

All partitioned price participants 
significantly more likely to 

purchase target item 
1.3 

40/3.9 
-0.8 

167/3.8 

H1a v. H1b 
1.3 

40/3.9 
-1.4 

84/3.9 3.7 0.0004 

Tax surcharge partitioned price 
participants significantly more 

likely to purchase target item than 
tax surcharge AI participants 

H2a v. H2b 

Tax 
Consumer 

Good 

2.1 0.04 

Tax surcharge partitioned price 
participants significantly more 

likely to purchase target item than 
non-tax surcharge participants 

-1.4 
84/3.9 

-0.2 
83/3.7 

H3 

 
% format 

 
$ format 

2.1 0.02* 

Tax surcharge partitioned price 
percentage format participants not 

significantly more likely to 
purchase target item than tax 

surcharge currency format 
participants 

-2.3 
43/3.5 

-0.5 
41/4.1 

Panel B: Recalled Prices 

Hypothesis 
Mean 
n/std t Pr > t Finding/Interpretation 

H4a v. H4b 

AI Price PP Price 

4.2 <0.0001 

Tax surcharge partitioned price 
participants recall significantly 

lower price for target item 

 
741.25 
40/5.2 

717.80 
69/45.9 

H5 

 
% format 

 
$ format 

2.6 0.007* 

Tax surcharge partitioned price, 
percentage format participants 

recall significantly lower price for 
target item than currency format 

participants 
703.90 
34/58.2 

731.30 
35/23.3 

Price Structure of surcharge is all-inclusive (AI) or partitioned price (PP). 
Surcharge Type is tax or consumer good (non-tax). 
Surcharge Format is presented as a percentage of the base price (% format; 6%) or equivalent 
currency amount ($ format; $42). 
Dependent Variable: Consumer Demand. Demand for refrigerator on an 11 point scale from -5 
“Definitely purchase Refrigerator A” (target) to + “Definitely purchase Refrigerator B” (control) 
and 0 is Neutral.” 
Dependent Variable: Recalled Prices. After a distracter task, participants were asked to report the 
total recalled price of refrigerator A (target) without looking back at the information provided. 
*one-tailed test. 
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